This work is a continuation of our effort to develop a nondestructive technique for the detection and characterization of surface and near surface defects in ceramic bearing balls. We reported earlier on a method for detecting and sizing subrnicron surface depressions using a scanning acoustic inicroscope [l] . Our present work deals with the detection and sizing of surface cracks in the ceramic bearing balls, a problem which requires knowledge of the surface wave reflection coefficient of the crack, either at a single frequency in the long wavelength regime or as a function of frequency in the short wavelength regime. For this purpose, we need to learn the characteristics of surface wave propagation on spherical surfaces, the scattering of the surface waves from the cracks, and we need to develop a method for exciting the surface wave. We present a detailed theory of surface wave propagation on spheres. The results indicate that an arc source focuses the surface acoustic waved in a manner similar to bulk acoustic waves focusing by spherical transducers. We will present the details of this self focusing behavior. A spherical cap transducer structure similar to a planar wedge transducer is proposed to excite the spherical surface waves. We will present the details of the design of the spherical cap transducer for efficient surface wave excitation.
FREE SPHERICAL SURFACE GREEN'S FUNCTION
In order to work out the propagation theory of waves on spherical surfaces, we have to determine the free spherical surface Green's function. For our work, we choose spherical coordinate system (r,e,<1» where, on the surface, r is constant and a point on the surface is noted as p(e,<1».
From the wave equation:
We write in the spherical coordinate system with r = constant:
For a point source at the north pole: Therefore, the potential at point P(9,<p) due to a source at P o (9 0 '<Po) is:
where a is the angle subtended by P and Po with respect to the center of the sphere, and: cosa = sin9sin9 0 cos(<p-<Po) + cos9cos9 0
G is the so-called free spherical surface Green's function.
ACOUSTIC FIELDS GENERATED BY AN ARC SOURCE
Next, we evaluate the field due to a finite source, such as from a surface wave transducer [3] . With the spherical surface Green's function G, the potential at any point can be expressed as: [8] where L is a closed curve on the spherical surface.
We assume an arc source of 'P = 'PO on the spherical surface located at 9' = 90, and with -<Po S; <p' S; <Po, as shown in Fig. 1 . The boundary condition is that 'P = 0 on the rest of the closed curve, which includes the arc source. The closed curve and the Green's function G are carefully chosen to satisfy G = 0 on the the closed curve, excluding the arc source. That is, in order to calculate 'I' at the point P(9,<p), we have to find its image point Pi (9 h <Pl) [2], and choose: [9] where Go and Gl are the free spherical Green's functions of P and Pi, respectively. Using a formalism similar to the one used in calculating V'P f or a focused bulk wave transducer [3], we find for the focused surface wave transducer:
